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A NOTE ON CONSTRUCTION OF HIGHER-ORDERSYMPLECTIC SCHEMES FROM LOWER-ORDER ONE VIAFORMAL ENERGIES�1)Yi-fa TangState Key Laboratory of Sienti� and Engineering Computing, Institute of ComputationalMathematis and Sienti�/Engineering Computing, Aademy of Mathematis and SystemsSienes, Aademia Sinia, P.O. Box 2719, Beijing 100080, P.R. ChinaAbstratIn this paper, we will prove by the help of formal energies only that one animprove the order of any sympleti sheme by modifying the Hamiltonian symbolH , and show through examples that this ation exatly and diretly simpli�esFeng's way of onstrution of higher-order sympleti shemes by using higher-order terms of generating funtions.Key words: Hamiltonian system, Sympleti sheme, Revertible sheme, Generat-ing funtion, Formal energy. 1. IntrodutionFirst of all, let's reall the de�nitions of sympleti shemes, revertible shemes,and Feng's way of onstrution of sympleti methods via generating funtions.As well-known, the phase ow fgt; t 2 Rg of any Hamiltonian systemdZdt = JrH(Z); Z 2 R2n (1)(where J = " 0n �InIn 0n #, H : R2n ! R1 is a smooth funtion, and r is the gradientoperator) is a one-parameter group of anonial (sympleti) di�eomorphisms, i.e., theJaobian of gt with respet to Z satis�es[�gt(Z)�Z ℄TJ [�gt(Z)�Z ℄ = J; (2)� Reeived September 16, 1997.1)This researh is supported by China State Major Key Projet for Basi Researhes, also by a grant(No. 19801034) from National Natural Siene Foundation of China and a grant (No. 1997-60) fromthe Bureau of Eduation, Chinese Aademy of Sienes.



562 Y.F. TANGfor any H and any t (see [1℄).Equation (2) is also alled sympleti ondition.De�nition 1. A di�erene sheme ompatible with (1) is said to be sympleti i�its step-transition operator G� : R2n ! R2n is sympleti, i.e.,��G� (Z)�Z �T J ��G� (Z)�Z � = J (3)for any Hamitonian H and any suÆiently small step-size � (see [2℄).One kind of most important sympleti shemes are the time-revertible (or simply,revertible) one.De�nition 2. A di�erene sheme ompatible with (1) is said to be revertible(or reversible or time-revertible or time-reversible) i� its step-transition operator G� :R2n ! R2n satis�es G�� ÆG� = id: (4)for any Hamitonian H and any suÆiently small step-size � (see [3-5℄).The following is the tehnique (due to Feng et al) of onstrution of sympletimethods via generating funtions (see [6℄).Suppose 4n� 4n matrix M = " A BC D # (where A, B, C, D are 2n� 2n matries)satis�es: MT " O �I2nI2n O #M = � " �J2n OO J2n #M (5)for some � 6= 0. The inverse of M is denoted by M�1 = " Av BvCv Dv #. If HamiltonianH(Z) depends analytially on Z, then the generating funtion �(w; t) is expressible asa onvergent power series in t for suÆiently small jtj, with the reursively determinedoeÆients: �(w; t) = +1Xk=0�(k)(w)tk;�(0)(w) = 12wTNw; N = (A+B)(C +D)�1;�(1)(w) = ��H(Ew); E = (C +D)�1; (6)for k � 1, �(k+1)(w) = � �k+1Pkm=1 1m! P2ni1;���;im=1P j1 + � � � + jm = kjl � 1Hzi1 ���zim (Ew) hAvr�(j1)ii1 � � � hAvr�(jm)iim : (7)



A Note on Constrution of Higher-Order Sympleti Shemes from ... 563Set  (s)(w; �) = sXk=0�(k)(w)�k; s = 1; 2; � � � ; (8)then A eZ +BZ = r (s)(C eZ +DZ; �) (9)de�nes an impliit sympleti sheme: Z ! eZ of order s.Example 1. If we hoose M = " �J2n J2n12I2n 12I2n # and � = 1, then we an obtainfrom (9) the following sympleti shemes of order 2 and order 4, by taking s = 2 ands = 4 respetively [6℄:2nd-order mid-point rule: eZ = Z + �JrH  eZ + Z2 ! ; (10)4th-order mid-point rule:eZ = Z + �JrH  eZ + Z2 !+ �324Jr h(JrH)THzz(JrH)i  eZ + Z2 ! (11)These two shemes are both revertible.Example 2. If we hoose M = 266664 O O �In OO �In O OO O O InIn O O O 377775 and � = 1, then we anobtain from (9) the following sympleti shemes of order 1 and order 2, by taking s = 1and s = 2 respetively (Z = (p1; � � � ; pn; q1; � � � ; qn)T ) [6℄:1st-order sheme: ( ~p = p� �Hq(~p; q);~q = q + �Hp(~p; q); (12)2nd-order sheme:( ~p = p� �Hq(~p; q)� �22 HqpHq(~p; q)� �22 HqqHp(~p; q);~q = q + �Hp(~p; q) + �22 HppHq(~p; q) + �22 HpqHp(~p; q): (13)For Newtonian system md2xdt2 = F (x); (14)whose energy is E = 12m�dxdt �2 + U(x); (15)where F = �dU=dx, and U is the potential.



564 Y.F. TANGThe orresponding Hamiltonian isH(p; q) = 12mp2 + U(q); (16)where p = dxdt and q = x.For this kind of speial Hamiltonians, sympleti shemes (12) and (13) are expliit,their omputation formulae for (16) are( ~p = p� �U 0;~q = q + � p��U 0m ; (17)and 8><>: ~p = p��U 01+ �22mU 00 ;~q = q + �m p��U 01+ �22mU 00 + �22mU 0 (18)respetively.Obviously, sheme (11) is sheme (10) and something more, and sheme (13) issheme (12) and something more, to obtain them in fat, the higher-order terms ofthe generating funtions are used respetively. One may ask: is it possible to obtainsheme (11) from sheme (10) diretly, and obtain sheme (13) from (12) diretly?In the sequel, we will give a theorem to prove that one an improve the order of anysympleti sheme by modifying the Hamiltonian symbol H, for this the formal energyof the sympleti sheme plays the ruial role (Theorem 1). We will show throughexamples that this ation exatly and diretly simpli�es Feng's way of onstrution ofhigher-order sympleti shemes by using higher-order terms of generating funtions.So, from a sympleti sheme, one an obtain (through formal energies) another one ofarbitrarily high order.2)2. Formal Energies of Sympleti ShemesOn investigating the alulus of generating funtions, Feng showed the existeneof formal energies of sympleti shemes onstruted via generating funtions, andgave omplete formulae for omputation of the formal energies [7℄. Transforming thesympletiity of a di�erene sheme into the losedness of some di�erential 1-formsand using Poinar�e's Lemma on losed di�erential forms, Tang dedued diretly theexistene of formal energy of any sympleti sheme, and also gave some formulae foralulation of the formal energy [8℄.2) It is noted that Sto�er used another tehnique to onstrut a new Hamiltonian funtion for the2nd-order mid-point rule, and got a 4th-order reversible sympleti sheme. That's also very interesting,for details one an refer to [4-5℄.



A Note on Constrution of Higher-Order Sympleti Shemes from ... 565For other tehniques for the formal energies (perturbed Hamiltonian funtions) ofsympleti shemes applied to Hamiltonian systems, one an also refer to Hairer [9℄,Yoshida [10℄.In fat, for the 2nd-order mid-point rule (10), the formal energy is [8℄eH = H � �224Hz2 �Z [1℄�2+ 7�45760Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + �4480Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ + �4160Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+O(�6); (19)and for the 4th-order mid-point rule (11), the formal energy is [8℄eH = H � �41920Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + �4480Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ � �4240Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+O(�6): (20)And we haveLemma 1. (see [8℄) If a sympleti sheme G�H is of order s, then its formal energyan be expressed as eH = H + � sHs+ � s+1Hs+1 + � s+2Hs+2 + � � �, and G�H is revertiblei� the terms with odd subsripts in the sequene Hs, Hs+1, Hs+2, � � � are zero.Corollary 1. (see [8℄) Any revertible sheme is of even order.If we denote the formal energy of a sympleti sheme aseH(p; q) = H(0) + +1Xk=1 �kH(k)(p; q);then it is not diÆult to alulate for sheme (12),H(1) = �12HTq Hp; (21)and H(2) = 112HppH2q + 112HqqH2p + 13HqpHpHq; (22)and for sheme (13), H(2) = �16HppH2q � 16HqqH2p � 16HqpHpHq; (23)H(3) = 124(HpppH3q +HqqqH3p) + 18(HppqH2qHp +HpqqHqH2p )+18(HppHq +HpqHp)T (HqpHq +HqqHp): (24)For the speial Hamiltonian (16), (21)-(24) beome intoH(1) = �pU 02m ; (25)H(2) = p2U 0012m2 + (U 0)212m ; (26)



566 Y.F. TANGand H(2) = �p2U 006m2 � (U 0)26m ; (27)H(3) = p3U (3)24m3 + pU 0U 008m2 (28)respetively. 3. Fundamental TheoremTheorem 1. If sympleti sheme G�H is of order u, and its formal energy isexpressed as eH = H + �uHu + �u+1Hu+1 + �u+2Hu+2 + � � � ; (29)then G�̂H is sympleti with order û � u + 1, where Ĥ = H � �uHu. Furthermore, ifG�H is time-revertible, i.e., G��H Æ G�H = identity, then G�̂H is time-revertible too, andû � u+ 2.Proof. Aording to the de�nition of sympleti shemes, the sympletiity of G�Hdoes not depend on H. So G�H is sympleti implies that G�̂H is sympleti too. Andthe formal energy of G�̂H omes out to be�H = eH���H=Ĥ= �H + �uHu +O(�u+1)	��H=Ĥ= H � �uHu + �uHu +O(�u+1)= H +O(�u+1); (30)thus the order of G�̂H should be û � u+ 1.If G�H is time-revertible, then aording to Lemma 1, as funtions of � , eH and Ĥatually depend on �2 only, so does �H. Thus G�̂H is time-revertible too. And aordingto Corollary 1 u and û � u+ 1 are both even, so û � u+ 2.4. Examples of Modi�ationExample i. It is easy to see, if H is hanged into H + �224Hz2 �Z [1℄�2, we obtainthe 4th-order mid-point rule (11) from the 2nd-order one (10), On the other hand then,the formal energy (19) should beome into (20), in fat,�H = eH���H=H+ �224Hz2(Z[1℄)2=H + �224Hz2 �Z [1℄�2� �224 (H + �224Hz2 �Z [1℄�2)z2 (Z [1℄ + Jr�224Hz2 �Z [1℄�2)2



A Note on Constrution of Higher-Order Sympleti Shemes from ... 567+ 7�45760Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + �4480Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ + �4160Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+O(�6)=H + �224Hz2 �Z [1℄�2� �224Hz2 (Z [1℄ + �224Z [1℄z2 �Z [1℄�2 � �212Z [1℄z Z [2℄)2� �4576 �Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + 4Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ + 2Hz2Z [1℄Z [1℄z2 �Z [1℄�2 + 2Hz2 �Z [2℄�2�+ 7�45760Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + �4480Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ + �4160Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+O(�6)=H � �224Hz2 (�212Z [1℄Z [1℄z2 �Z [1℄�2 � �26 Z [1℄Z [1℄z Z [2℄)� �4576Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 � �4144Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄� �4288Hz2Z [1℄Z [1℄z2 �Z [1℄�2 � �4288Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+ 7�45760Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + �4480Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ + �4160Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+O(�6) (31)=H + �4288Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ � �4144Hz2 �Z [2℄�2� �4576Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 � �4144Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄+ �4288Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ � �4288Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+ 7�45760Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + �4480Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ + �4160Hz2 �Z [2℄�2+O(�6)=H � �41920Hz4 �Z [1℄�4 + �4480Hz3 �Z [1℄�2 Z [2℄ � �4240Hz2 �Z [2℄�2 +O(�6):Example ii. Obviously, if H is replaed by H+ �2HTq Hp, then we get the 2nd-ordersheme (13) from the 1st-order one (12). Similarly as before, the orresponding formalenergy should be also replaed, in fat,�H = eH���H=H+ �2HTq Hp=H + �2HTq Hp � �2 �H + �2HTq Hp�Tq �H + �2HTq Hp�p+ �212HppH2q + �212HqqH2p + �23 HqpHpHq +O(�3)



568 Y.F. TANG=H + �2HTq Hp � �2 �HTq + �2HqqHp + �2HqpHq��Hp + �2HpqHp + �2HppHq�+ �212HppH2q + �212HqqH2p + �23 HqpHpHq +O(�3) (32)=H + �2HTq Hp � �2HTq Hp � �24 HpqHqHp � �24 HppH2q � �24 HqqH2p� �24 HqpHpHq + �212HppH2q + �212HqqH2p + �23 HqpHpHq +O(�3)=� 16HppH2q � 16HqqH2p � 16HqpHpHq +O(�3):(32) shows that (25) beomes into (27).From examples i, ii one an imagine, by the help of the \formal energies" only, wean obtain sympleti sheme of arbitrarily high order from any sympleti sheme.Comparatively, one an �nd that this ation exatly and diretly simpli�es Feng'sway of onstrution of higher-order sympleti shemes by using higher-order terms ofgenerating funtions. Referenes[1℄ V.I. Arnold, Mathematial Methods of Classial Mehanis, Springer-Verlag, New York,1978.[2℄ K. Feng, On di�erene shemes and sympleti geometry, Proeedings of the 1984 BeijingSymposium on Di�erential Geometry and Di�erential Equations, 1985, 42-58.[3℄ K. Feng, D.L. Wang, Dynamial Systems and Geometri Constrution of Algorothms, InContemporary Mathematis, Series 163, Edited by Z.C. Shi and C.C. Yang, Providene, RI: Amerian Mathematial Soiety, 1994, 1-32.[4℄ J.C. Sovel, Sympleti Numerial Integration of Hamiltonian Systems, In The Geometryof Hamiltonian Systems,MSRI Series 22, Edited by T. Ratiu, Springer-Verlag, New York,1991, 463-496.[5℄ D.M. Sto�er, Some Geometri and Numerial Methods for Perturbed Integrable Systems,Thesis, ETH-Z�urih, 1988.[6℄ K. Feng, H.M. Wu, M.Z. Qin, D.L. Wang, Constrution of anonial di�erene shemes forHaniltonian formalism via generating funtions, J. Computa. Math., 7:1 (1989), 71-96.[7℄ K. Feng, The Calulus of Generating Funtions and the Formal Energy for HamiltonianAlgorithms, Preprint, 1990. Also in Colleted Works of Feng Kang (II), National DefeneIndustry Press, Beijing, 1995, 284-302.[8℄ Y.F. Tang, Formal energy of a sympleti sheme for hamiltonian systems and its applia-tions (I), Computers Math. Appli., 27:7 (1994), 31-39.[9℄ E. Hairer, Bakward analysis of numerial integrators and sympleti methods, AnnalsNumer. Math., 1 (1994), 107-132.[10℄ H. Yoshida, Conserved quantities of sympleti integrators for hamiltonian systems, Phys-ia D (submitted), 1990; Reent Progress in the Theory and Appliation of SympletiIntegrators, Celest. Meh., 56 (1993), 27-43.


